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It has now been clarified in South African
law that pension fund trustees owe a
fiduciary duty to members, and this has put
into sharp focus what the content is of
fiduciary duties in relation to pension funds,
and by whom those duties are owed. In the
light of the growth in multi employer
pension funds which are sponsored by a
commercial entity for profit (such as a life
insurer), it is particularly relevant both for
the employers participating in, and trustees
of, such funds to understand what the
consequences are of this development.

of employers the promotion of these funds
by financial intermediaries (for whom this is
lucrative work) and the sponsors of such
funds on the basis of having the advantage
of relieving the employer of the
responsibilities it would otherwise have in a
fund which it as employer sponsors, is very
attractive.
This paper examines the nature generally
of the fiduciary duty in the pension fund
context, and whether in the light of this
there is a possibility that employers may
have a fiducuary duty to their employees
when deciding to participate in such funds,
and whether the trustees of such funds who
are in the employment of the sponsor are in
any way conflicted.

This is especially so when some such funds
have been mismanaged resulting in losses
being suffered by members, either through
very high costs to remedy data errors or to
make
good
losses
arising
from
maladministration. In a recent incident
some commercially sponsored multi
employer defined contibution funds were
found to be underfunded (thus in deficit) as
a result of maladministration from data
errors and poor processing of investment
returns, the consequence of which was that
benefits had been overpaid and current
member liabilities were greater than the
assets backing them.

In terms of context, the following factors are
relevant to this paper:
 Firstly, under South African law pension
funds are independent legal entities,
separate from employers participating in
them. Pension funds are governed by a
board of management in terms of the
Pension Funds Act (“the Act”) (which
governs all pension funds other than
those few separately established by
statute). However, the members of such
boards are commonly called “trustees”,
the term which is used in this paper,
although this is not a term found in the
Act.

From a regulatory aspect the growth of
such multi employer funds will reduce the
number of funds to be supervised, and is
therefore to be welcomed. From the aspect
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 Secondly, in terms of South Africam
occupational
pension
fund
arrangements, fund membership is
compulsory in terms of tax legislation for
all employees if the employer provides,
as a condition of employment, for this
benefit. It is not mandatory that
employers do provide for this, although
ordinarily most employers do.

that respect to a company, such fiduciary
duties as trustees may have are akin to
those of directors of a company. It was
therefore, in the eyes of
such
commentators, misleading to use the term
“trustee” in relation to a pension fund,
especially as this was not a term used in the
Act. Furthermore, it was held, that as with
directors of a company, trustees owed a
fiduciary obligation to the legal entity (the
pension fund) itself rather than to the
members; that it was notionally not possible
in law for trustees to owe a fiduciary duty
both to the fund and its members; that, as
the object of a pension fund was to pay
benefits, the duty of trustees was to adhere
to this object only by ensuring that the
pension fund was financially sound; and
that it was thus irrelevant to consider any
further duty to members.

 Thirdly, it is the employer which
determines of which pension funds its
employees must be members. In some
situations, usually where there are union
sponsored multi employer funds, the
members may enjoy some choice of
fund; but the largest multi employer
funds are those sponsored by
commercial entities. This paper is
specifically in respect of these funds,
almost all of which are defined
contribution funds. Similarly, the
employer usually always retains the right
to withdraw its participation in a fund
unless such participation has been
agreed with a union in which case the
union’s agreement would be required to
withdraw. Typically there is no such
agreement in respect of commercially
sponsored multi employer funds.

Other commentators considered the
proposition that trustees do not owe a
fiduciary duty to members to be
problematic, specifically because it did not
reflect an understanding of the nature of the
relationship between fund trustees and
members which resulted in a fiduciary duty
being owed to members. Furthermore, if
members were not owed a fiduciary duty
then they were simply owed a duty of good
faith, similar to that owed by the fund to the
sponsor or participating employer; and
such an approach was not sufficiently
protective of the interests of members.

 Fourthly, it is commonplace for at least
half (and often the majority) of the
trustees of a commercially sponsored
fund to be in the employment of its
sponsor, and who therefore also owe a
fiduciary duty to the sponsor as their
employer.

The issue was put to rest by an amendment
to the Act, effective 28 February 2014, in
which it was stated in section 7C(2)(f) that
the board of a pension fund shall

 Finally,the primary object of a sponsor of
is to make a profit out of the fund it
sponsors (unlike an employer which
sponsors its own fund), through the
services and products it provides the
fund.

“have a fiduciary duty to members and
beneficiaries in respect of accrued benefits
or any amount accrued to provide a benefit,
as well as a fiduciary duty to the fund, to
ensure that the fund is financially sound
and is responsibly managed and governed
in accordance wit the rules and this Act”

Previously some legal commentators held
that as a pension fund in South Africa is an
independent legal entity, and thus similar in
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Whilst this issue has now been settled, it is
by no means clear what the content of the
fiduciary duty is for fund trustees. It is worth
noting at this point that it is now settled law
in South Africa that all trustees, whether
appointed as independent trustees or by
the members or sponsor, owe the same
duty as trustees. Specifically, the board of
a fund is not a bargaining forum to resolve
employment related issues, such as the
rate of contributions in respect of a defined
contribution fund.

(see paragraph 33 of the Fieldstone
judgment)
It is apparent from these factors which
determine the existence of the fiduciary
duty that from the aspect of the person to
whom the duty is owed (the beneficiary)
there is necessarily trust in the fiduciary that
he or she will exercise the discretion or
powers concerned in such a way as will
protect the vulnerability of the beneficiary.
By extension, the greater the vulnerability
of the beneficiary, the greater the trust by
the beneficiary in the fiduciary. As will be
apparent from what is set out below, the
courts place much emphasis on this trust.

What is the nature of the fiduciary duty?
This is informed, it is submitted, by the
circumstances which determine when the
fiduciary duty arises. In the seminal case of
Phillips v Fieldstone African (Pty) Limited
(2004) 1 All SA 150 (SCA), which
concerned an employee acting in breach of
his fiduciary obligation to his employer by
obtaining a secret profit, the Supreme
Court of Appeal stated that there is no
specific list of those who owe a fiduciary
duty (citing with approval the observation to
the same effect in New Zealand
Netherlands Society “Orange Inc v Kuys
[1973] 1 WLR 1126 (PC)).

In the context of a pension fund, which is
fundamentally a savings vehicle to provide
benefits (principally for retirement, but also
on death, disability and termination of
employment), the exercise of the trustees’
discretion or power would be either where
it affects directly how a benefit is dealt with
(such as where there is a discretion
regarding whom to benefit in the
distribution of a death benefit), or where the
power or discretion has a financial
consequence on the quantum of the
ultimate benefit payable (for example
where the power or discretion relates to the
investment of fund assets or the costs
incurred in the operation of the fund).

Whether or not a fiduciary duty is owed
depends, in terms of Fieldstone case (citing
support from the Kuys case (supra) and
Frame v Smith [1987] 2 SCR 99(SCC)), on
the nature of the relationship between the
parties. More specifically, a fiduciary duty
exists
where
the
following
three
characteristics are apparent:

It follows therefore that at common law, in
terms of the Fieldstone case, trustees of a
pension fund owe a fiduciary duty to the
members. Although this has now been
confirmed by the amendment to the Act
(see above), the significance of the
Fieldstone case is that it gives an indication
of what the content is of the fiduciary duty.
This content, it is submitted, is to protect the
financial vulnerability of the members,
insofar as the quantum of their benefits in
the fund is concerned.

 There is scope for the exercise of some
discretion or power;
 The power or discretion can be used
unilaterally so as to affect the
beneficiary’s legal or practical interests;
and
 There is a peculiar vulnerability on the
part of such a beneficiary to the exercise
of that discretion or power.

This protective purpose is consistent with
the original concept of the fiduciary duty as
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developed in South African law (which has
its common law based on Roman Dutch
law), derived originally from Roman law,
which required the fiduciary to hold
property for the benefit of another (the
fideicommissary) and to account to that
other in respect of that property. In the
context of the pension fund, this “property”
is the right of a member, which has a
financial value, to receive a benefit at some
point in the future.

must be a measure of vulnerability by the
employees that such a decision will not
expose them to a loss in respect of their
retirement savings; and it would seem that
there is thus in this respect a fiduciary duty
owed by an employer to its employees. This
would certainly appear to be so in respect
of accrued retirement savings which are
transferred from one fund to another as a
result of such a decision by an employer to
change the funds in which it participates.
But this would only apply if the fund to
which retirement savings were being
transferred was in deficit at the time, or
about to go into deficit, and this could have
been ascetained by the employer had it
taken reasonable care to do so.

Once a fiduciary duty is owed the main
consequences in general terms, in South
African law, are that:
 The fiduciary owes a duty of loyalty to
the beneficiary and thus may not permit
his personal or other interests to
interfere with his duty as fiduciary. See
Fieldstone, supra. This has important
consequences for the right to receive
secret profits, where the law clearly
defines the circumstances in which the
fiduciary may and may not benefit from
his office.

The only way for an employer to manage
such a fiduciary duty is ensure that there is
an appropriate due diligence of the fund
carried out before a decision is made to
particiapte in that fund. What such a due
diligence should entail is beyond the scope
of this paper.

All of this is consistent with the broad
protective purpose of the fiduciary duty.

Whether an employer has a fiduciary duty
in repect of a loss which its employees may
suffer in respect of future contributions to
such a fund is an interesting issue,
especially as ordinarily the fiduciary duty
only extends to the current property over
which the fiduciary is able to exercise a
discretion or power. But this is not an issue
which requires to be answered, because as
it is the employer which retains the power
to terminate its participation in a fund, its
employees are dependent on the employer
exercising that power responsibly. The
employees do not have the right, typically,
to move from one fund to anothher (in the
absence of an agreement between the
employer and the employees or their
union).

What are the implications of this for the
employer? As it is the employer which
decides in which fund to participate, there

It must follow that there is an ongoing
fiduciary obligation, or at least a duty of
care, by employers to ensure that their

 The fiduciary must account to the
beneficiary about the property in respect
of which the fiduciary duty exists. This
applies prior to and when the benefit is
due.
 The duty of care of the fiduciary towards
the
beneficiary
is
established
automatically as a matter of law in the
event that the beneficiary suffers a loss
as result of the actions of the fiduciary.
In terms of the law of delict (tort), a
person may sue another for loss
suffered if that other owes him a duty of
care and it can be shown that the loss
was caused by that other.
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employees are not exposed to loss through
their (the employer’s) participation in
occupational
pension
funds,
and
specifically where the employees have no
choice in belonging to or being able to
transfer from such funds. This means that
employers
need
to
monitor
the
administration of such funds more, rather
than less, contrary to the promotional
material of financial intermediaries and the
sponsors of such funds.

protect the interests of that other, he is not
allowed to make a secret profit at the
other’s expense or place himself in a
position where his interests conflict with his
duty. The principle underlies an extensive
field of legal relationship. A guardian to his
ward, a solicitor to his client, an agent to his
principal afford examples of persons
occupying such a position. As was pointed
out in The Aberdeen Railway Company v
Blaikie Bros. (1 Macqueen 474), the
doctrine is to be found in the civil law
(Digest 18.1.34.7), and must of necessity
form part of every civilized system of
jurisprudence. It prevents an agent from
properly entering into any transaction which
would cause his interests and his duty to
clash. If employed to buy, he cannot sell his
own property; if employed to sell, he cannot
buy his own property; nor can he make any
profit from his agency save the agreed
remuneration; all such profit belongs not to
him, but to his principal. There is only one
way by which such transactions can be
validated, and that is by the free consent of
the principal following upon a full disclosure
by the agent.”

Of course, if a fund member suffered a loss
his first recourse would be against the
trustees if they are responsible for that loss,
but in the absence of being able to recover
from those trustees (as appears may be the
case in the incident referred at the
beginning of this paper) or any other
responsible party, there is basis to hold the
employer liable for the loss suffered on the
grounds above.
What are the implications of the above
understanding of the fiduciary duty for
those employees of the sponsor who act as
trustees of such funds? As pointed out
above, such employees also owe a
fiduciary duty to their employer whose
principal object in relation to the multi
employer fund it sponsors is to make a
profit out of the services and products it
suplles the fund. Such trustees are unlikely
ever to be conflicted as trustee through a
personal interest, but is their fiduciary duty
to their employer a conflict?

In the Fieldstone case the following
summary was given at paragraph 31 of the
international jurisprudential development of
the prohibition against secret profits arising
from the actions of a person owing a
fiduciary duty:
“The rule [against secret profits being
obtained by a person owing a fiduciary
duty] is a strict one which allows little room
for exceptions (Regal (Hastings) Ltd v
Gulliver et al [1967] 2 AC 134 at 154F155E, [1942] 1 All ER 378 (HL) at 392G393C; Canadian Aero Service v O’Malley et
al [1974] 40 DLR (3d) 371 (SCC) at 382;
Peffers NO and another v Attorneys
Notaries and Conveyancers Fidelity
Guarantee Fund Board of Control 1965 (2)
SA 53 (C) at 56D-57G). It extends not only
to actual conflicts of interest but also to

It is informative to see the strict rules
developed by the courts around secret
profits obtained through holding a fiduciary
office. The strict prohibition on such secret
profits was eloquently stated thus in
Robinson v Randfontein Estates Gold
Mining Co Ltd 1921 AD 168 at 177-180,
and confirmed in numerous subsequent
decisions:
“Where one man stands to another in a
position of confidence involving a duty to
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those which are a real sensible possibility
(Aberdeen Railway Co v Blaikie Bros
(supra) GE Smith Ltd v Smith; Smith v
Solnik [1952] NZLR 470; Boardman v
Phipps [1966] 3 All ER 721 (HL) at 7371,
743F-I, 748E-F, 7561; Canadian Aero
Service v O’Malley (supra) at 384, 385).
The defences open to a fiduciary who
breaches his trust are very limited: only the
free consent of the principal after full
disclosure will suffice (Robinson v
Randfontein Estates GM Co Ltd (supra) loc
cit; Regal (Hastings) v Gulliver (supra) at
392C, Boardman v Phipps (supra) at 737D,
744H, 747D; Warman International Ltd and
another v Dwyer and others [1994-5] 182
CLR 544 (HC of A) at 559). Because the
fiduciary who acquires for himself is
deemed to have acquired for the trust,
(Palmer’s case (supra) at 20) once proof of
a breach of a fiduciary duty is adduced it is
of no relevance that

(3) the trust, although it could have used the
information, opportunity etc has refused it
or would do so (Warman International v
Dwye
(supra)
at
558;
Industrial
Development Consultants v Cooley
(supra);
(4) there is not privity between the principal
and the party with whom the agent or
servant is employed to contract business
and the money would not have gone into
the principal’s hands in the first instance
(Boston Deep Sea Fishing and Ice Co v
Ansell (1888) 39 Ch D 339 at 367);
(5) it was no part of the fiduciary’s duty to
obtain the benefit for the trust: Regal
(Hastings) v Gulliver (supra) at 378, 386B;
Jones v East Rand Extension Co Ltd 1903
TH 325; or
(6) the fiduciary acted honestly and
reasonably: Regal (Hastings) v Gulliver
(supra) at 386A, 392D; Boardman v Phipps
(supra) at 744D, 745C-D; (although English
and Australian courts make some
allowance for equity in calculating the
scope of the disgorgement in such cases).”

(1) the trust has suffered no loss or damage
(Regal (Hastings) v Gulliver (supra) at
386B, 392F; Re Reading’s Petition of Right
[1949] 2 All ER 68 (CA) at 70E-F, 71A;
Soulos v Korkontzillas [1997] 2 SCR 217
(SCC);

As it is settled law that all trustees owe the
same duty to the members, the test to be
applied to the conduct of any trustee is
whether that conduct complies with that of
an independent, experienced and expert
trustee. If the conduct of a sponsor
employed trustee is such that it results in
services or products being provided by the
sponsor to the fund in a way, on a basis or
at a cost, with a consequent financial
advantage for the sponsor, and which an
independent, experienced and expert
trustee would not accept because it was
detrimental to the interests of the members,
then that must be at least an indication of
the sponsor employed trustee’s fiduciary
duty to the sponsor conflicting with the
fiduciary duty owed to the fund and
members. This is especially so where
sponsor employed trustees comprise half

(2) the trust could not itself have made use
of the information, opportunity etc (Regal
(Hastings) v Gulliver (supra) at 378,
Reading v Attorney-General [1951] 1 All ER
617 (HL) at 619H; Boardman v Phipps
(supra)at 746I; Industrial Development
Consultants v Cooley [1972] 2 All ER 162
(Assizes) at 175If-j; Warman International v
Dwyer (supra) at 557-8; Bhullar and others
v Bhullar and another [2003] EWCA Civ
424at paragraph 41) or probably would not
have done so (Furs Ltd v Tomkies et al
[1936] 54 CLR 583 (HC of A) cited in
Canadian Aero Service v O’Malley (supra)
at 385; Boardman v Philpps (supra) at
747A-D);
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or the majority of the board, which is
typically the case in commercially
sponsored multi employer funds in South
Africa.

consent cannot be given by the employer:
this would in itself require the consent of the
employees. In any event such consent is
never, as far as the writer is aware, ever
requested; and if requested it would be
most imprudent of the employer to give it
without the confirmation of its employees.

At the heart of the rules around secret
profits is that any benefit available to the
fiduciary may only be obtained for the
advantage of the beneficiary. Just as as the
fiduciary cannot obtain such advantage for
himself without the beneficiary’s free and
informed consent, so too cannot another
person (such as the commercial sponsor)
to whom the fiduciary has an obligation,
obtain a benefit through the fiduciary. As in
respect of secret profits, the only exception
is the free and informed consent of the
beneficiary. Such consent is patently not
given by members where they involuntarily
become members of a fund and have no
power to transfer to another fund.

Of course it is understandable that
commercial sponsors of multi employer
funds should wish to protect their
investment in such funds; but this can be
achieved
through
defensible
and
transparent contractual arrangements. At
the very least, it is not appropriate to expect
trustees, whether employed by the sponsor
or not, to have a responsibility, or perceived
reasonably to have a responsibility, to
promote the commercial proposition of the
sponsor (or any other stakeholder) at the
possible expense of those to whom they
(the trustees) owe a fiduciary duty.

All this means that it is profoundly
problematic in terms of the nature of the
fiduciary duty for boards which have a
majority of sponsor employed trustees.
What compounds the issue is that it may
not be apparent the extent to which the
sponsor derives a financial advantage to
the detriment of members and with which
an independent, experienced and expert
trustee would not have agreed. But at the
very least, as stated in the extract above
from the Fieldstone case, a conflict which is
“a real sensible possibility” is sufficient to
require that the free and informed consent
of the beneficiary must be given. Such

In conclusion, it appears that there is a
need for both employers participating in,
and those contemplating their participation
in, commercially sponsored multi employer
arrangements, to take legal advice about
their possible liability in that regard, and
how to manage that. Further, that the legal
paradigm of the relationship between the
commercial sponsor and the fund it
sponsors needs to be reconsidered, in
particular the involvement of its employees
as trustees on boards where they comprise
either half the board or a majority of the
board.
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